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Comments of the  
American Train Dispatchers Association (ATDA) 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen (BLET/IBT) 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes Division (BMWED/IBT) 

Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen (BRS) 
Brotherhood Railway Carmen Division TCU/IAM 

Sheet Metal, Air, Rail and Transportation Workers (SMART) 
Transport Workers Union of America (TWU) 

 
 
The seven (7) railroad labor organizations identified above (“Labor Organizations”) are 
the collective bargaining representatives of a vast majority of railroad industry workers 
engaged in train operations, train dispatching, and track, signal and mechanical mainte-
nance, inspection, testing, and repair on passenger and freight railroads throughout the 
United States.  The Labor Organizations and their collective membership have a vested 
interest in regulations governing brake system safety standards. 
 
On Monday, March 21, 2016, the Federal Railroad Administration (“FRA”) published 
notice regarding a petition submitted by the Association of American Railroads (“AAR”) 
on behalf of itself and its member railroads for waiver from compliance with 49 CFR part 
232 Brake System Safety Standards in the Federal Register. See 81 Fed. Reg. 15146 
(Mar. 21, 2016). 
 
The Labor Organizations appreciate the opportunity to comment about important safety 
standards that help protect its members, especially when the topic is ensuring the proper 
functioning of locomotive and train air brakes.  This very issue has been discussed in de-
tail on many occasions.  The rail unions remain committed to the principle that if FRA 
deemed it advisable to revise a standard in part 232 regarding air brake safety standards 
the agency would exercise its authority and do so.  
 
According to the Notice published in the Federal Register, 
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Through a limited pilot effort, AAR intends to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
using wayside WTD data to ensure safe braking performance. The focus of this 
pilot will be revenue service unit coal trains running on the UP system between 
Wyoming’s Powder River Basin and an unloading facility in White Bluff, AR, a 
round trip of approximately 2,600 miles. The WTD that monitors the system is 
located at Sheep Creek, WY. AAR states preliminary tests conducted with the 
WTD system indicate that the system identifies cars with ineffective brakes at a 
significantly higher rate (about four times more) than Intermediate Brake Tests. 
This is because the WTD system detects cars with ineffective brakes, even 
though they might still meet the criteria of a Class 1 or Intermediate Brake Test. 
Finally, AAR also requests an exemption from the statutory requirements at 49 
U.S.C. 20303, which mandate that a rail vehicle with defective or insecure 
equipment may be moved to make repairs only to the nearest available place at 
which the repairs can be made. In requesting this exemption, AAR invokes the 
process at 49 U.S.C. 20306, which states that the U.S. Secretary of Transporta-
tion may provide such an exemption when existing requirements preclude the 
development or implementation of more efficient railroad transportation equip-
ment or other transportation innovations under existing law. 

 
81 Fed. Reg. 15146. 
 
Most prominently, this issue was discussed in great detail in a public hearing.  The Labor 
Organizations would again remind interested parties to review the docket at FRA-2013-
0080 and FRA’s letter to AAR denying the waiver request that relied upon the same rea-
soning that wheel temperature detectors (an unregulated apparatus with rudimentary 
technology—a thermometer) should be used in lieu of air brake tests.  FRA concluded in 
2014 that WTDs serve complementary functions not equal functions with brake inspec-
tion and testing procedures.  WTDs and air tests should be used in tandem as part of a 
comprehensive system.  Here AAR has a problem with FRA’s reasoning.  The Labor Or-
ganizations are unaware of the Department of Transportation (“DOT”) or FRA employ-
ing 49 U.S.C. Section 20306 as a statutory basis to developing or implementing the use of 
WTD’s.  FRA did remind AAR that they failed to put into place in their prior submission 
a contingency plan for instances when equipment that was found to have failed a Class 1 
airbrake test. 
 
AAR’s point that WTD systems offer a “superior method to manage brake system safety 
standards,” is really AAR’s judgment based on its own purported data.  For the sake of 
discussion and even hypothetically accepting AAR’s statement as true, its argument es-
tablishes a point that is irrelevant.  Federal regulations are not designed to “manage” any-
thing.  Instead, that is within the purview of the carriers, who retain managerial 
prerogative of their systems.  They can use whichever system they would like to manage 
brake health.  That decision, however, should not be confused as a baseline standard or 
replacement for air brake inspection, testing and maintenance described in part 232. 
 
The Labor Organizations were clear in the hearing and remain convinced that WTDs 
have a valid use in railroad operations.  Even the most rudimentary forms of technology 
deployed by rail carriers assist and bolster safety regulations.  The current request is noth-
ing more than a reiteration of the 2014 industry position that FRA already has rejected as 
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unsafe.  UP and AAR are simply engaging in answer shopping for a more favorable deci-
sion to their same waiver request from a different person at FRA. 
 
We respectfully request that FRA review the full history of WTDs and the agency’s posi-
tion regarding using detectors in lieu of instead of in concert with inspections.  We also 
ask that FRA review all of Rail Labor’s past positions regarding WTD waiver requests.  
There is no need to reprint them here, but they are easily accessible in the above-cited 
docket.  Although WTD technology is useful it is not new.  
 
We believe it is in our members’ interest and in the interest of public safety that the agen-
cy guards itself against industry coaxing to grant a waiver of safety rules in a effort to 
appear dispassionate or amenable to technology.  FRA and the Labor Organizations are in 
agreement generally with use and deployment of technology when it increases safety and 
reduces risk.  
 
Our members have worked with many different forms of new technology for many years.  
We have helped the railroads implement the technology and have interfaced with it.  We 
will continue to do so.  Many safety advances and decreased injuries rates have resulted 
over many years where robust inspection, testing and maintenance regimes have co-
existed with the use of WTDs (thermometers in an apparatus that also have radios capa-
ble of broadcasting recorded messages).  
 
With high regard towards FRA’s prior positions on this issue and due to the fact that 
there is nothing substantially different in the instant request for the waiver from comply-
ing with proven air brake safety rules than the previous efforts FRA has rejected, we ask 
that FRA deny the current request.  Recurring requests for waivers from air brake safety 
tests are superfluous. Such repeated requests are a strain on a federal agency that is budg-
eted to operate with scant resources. The Labor Organizations understand the AAR has 
requested a hearing. If FRA grants a hearing, the Labor Organizations would like to be 
afforded the opportunity for oral comment at the hearing. 
 
Thank you for your attention to our comments. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 

 
 
 
 
President, BLET/IBT                                           
  

 
 
John Previsich 
President, SMART-Transportation Division 
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Leo McCann 
President, ATDA 
 

 
 
Freddie N. Simpson 
President, BMWED/IBT 
 

 

 
W. Dan Pickett 
President, BRS 

Richard A. Johnson 
General President, Carmen Division/TCU 

 
 

 

 
 Gary Maslanka 

TWU Administrative Vice President and 
Director Rail Division 

 
  


